Deep Water Death was worth the wait. This is a woman whose feistiness and spirit I love who finds herself in the midst of quite a mystery (and some interesting personal issues, as well). The book comes through with the colorful denizens (human and non-) of north Florida swamp country. DEEP WATER DEATH was an interesting book. It had a lot of twists, it was a mystery that you could figure out fairly early in the book. It would be a good vacation book, where you could put down and pick up again. I bought it from Amazon, I love their huge selection of books, and fast delivery! Death in deep water. Aristotle Socarides Series: Book 3. PAUL KEMPRECOS. Chapter 1. In the liquid emerald coolness, the predator waited. Terrible in its deadly beauty, the twenty-five-foot-long body glided through the water, propelled by lazy sweeps of its spade-shaped flukes. Slowly, almost lethargically, it cruised in wide leisurely circles, steering into turns with its paddle-shaped pectoral fins, slicing the water with its tall dorsal. The easy movements were deceiving, for no sea creature was faster, none could be more ferocious. Shaped by a harsh and demanding environment, it was a text. Deep water death. by Alam, Glynn Marsh, 1943.